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well as the Goldsboro test has fully dem
onstrated that major improvements are de
sirable and possibly attainable. As a re
sult, in April 1956 a second stereo-templet
research project was undertaken as a joint
responsibility of the Staff Photogrammetry
and Instrument Design Sections, and the
Atlantic Region Photogrammetry Section.
Phase I of the project is to cover the evalu
ation of available stereo-templet materials
and templet-slotting machines in order
that the most suitable items in each cate
gory may be determined and adopted on a
divisionwide basis. Phase II is to deter
mine the accuracy characteristics of stereo
templet assemblies for various combina-

tions of scales, control density and pattern,
and sequences of templet assembly. This
project while incomplete is mentioned to
indicate a continued interest in developing
and perfecting the stereo-templet system
further.

The 4se of templet materials and the de
sign and manufacture of studs and cutters
particularly suitable for stereo-templets,
rather than the continued use of materials
designed for use with radial templets, is to
be expected. Research tests and production
experience will be needed to determine the
best use of these improved photogrammet
ric tools.
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ABSTRACT: There are many ways to construct a relief model. Degrees of
refinement run from sand-table efforts to precise plastic reproductions.
The method presented here lies somewhere between these extremes. Its
simplicity permits rapid construction by someone having only a basic
knowledge oj map reading and little material; yet the same procedure can
produce a more complete product depending on the time, skill and material
available. The method can be taught "by the numbers" in a basic map
reading course. Even "du-it-yourselj" kits could be made-produced C6m

pletc with instructions.

T ERRAIN models have always appealed
to both map makers and map users.

During World War II, many models were
made by the Navy and reproduced in rub
ber. These models were beautifully painted
to achieve the maximum in realism. Fol
lowing the war, the Army Map Service
began an extensive model program which
has resulted in the production of great
numbers of excellent plastic relief maps.
These maps, made by vacuum forming,
from an original carved model, carryall the
information shown on the flat map but
presented in a three-dimensional manner.
Many recent developments have reduced

the man-hours required to make these
models and subsequent relief maps. How
ever, a need still exists for a simple meth
od that can be used by field units to make
models rapidly without special materials,
equipment or technical training. Such
models, of course, need not equal the ac
curacy of those now being made by the
Army Map Service and the Navy Photo
graphic Interpretation Center, but they
would serve many useful purposes.

The method of constructing such a
simplified model should be one that can
be taught in basic map-reading courses
with the materials available at that level.

* This paper was delivered at the Society's 23rd Annual Meeting, Hotel Shoreham, Washington,
D. C., March 6, 1957.
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security.
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It has been found that the construction of
a simple relief model is one of the quickest
and most efficient ways of teaching a
student to interpret topography from a
flat map. The current method of cutting
out the area enclosed by each contour,
stacking these and then carvil}g and
smoothing out abrupt steps gives excellent
results. Models have been carved or
molded directly from aerial photographs,
using stereo plotting instruments. Such
methods, while quite good, require ex
pensive equipment and highly skilled per
sonnel. In contrast, the method proposed
here is one that can be taught "by the
numbers" and requires a minimum of
material and skill. Before the student is
fully aware of what he is doing, a model is
completed.

The basic ingredient of the "Do-I t-Your
self Terrain Model" is a map. Once the
area for which the model is needed has
been determined, a map at the scale de
sired is selected. This map also serves later
as the "cover" for the model. If the ter
rain has a limited range of relief, a certain
amount of vertical exaggeration can be
introduced. The model is constructed from
a set of parallel cardboard profiles cut out
and held together by another set of pro
files perpendicular to them in a sort of egg
crate arrangement. The map itself, or, if
desired, a photo mosaic, is placed over
this egg crate and glued to the profile edges
(Figure 1).

To construct such a model, profile lines
are first drawn at intervals across the map.
The spacing of these lines depends upon
the final accuracy desired and the type of
terrain. Generally, a spacing of two inches
is adequate for a 1: 25,000 scale map. This
spacing is not critical, and should be altered
when necessary to include abrupt eleva
tion changes. Across this first set of lines,
others are drawn in a more or less perpen
dicular direction. This second set of lines
should include any high or low spots in
the terrain missed by the first set. Card
board strips for each profile line are next
cut about three inches wide and as long as
the profiles to be made. The profiles are
drawn on these strips.

To draw the profiles, a triangle and
some sort of straight edge are required
(Figure 2). A graduated vertical scale
must be placed on one edge of the triangle.
Making this scale is the most painstaking
phase of the entire procedure. Contour

intervals of sufficient number are laid off
on this scale to reach from the lowest to
the highest elevations on the map. The
making of this scale is made easier by
locating the index contours first, and then
plotting the intermediate ones (Figure 2).
The scale is fastened along one base edge
of a plastic triangle, face up, on the under
side of the triangle. A mark is placed on
the edge of the triangle about an inch
above the vertical scale. This mark acts
as a guide in positioning the map profile
line parallel to the straight edge.

A straightedge is needed to guide the
triangle. It is convenient to use one long
enough to permit taping of the ends to the
working surface and yet allow the map to
slide beneath the straight edge unhindered
by the tape. The base of the triangle is
placed against the straight edge. The map
is then oriented under the straight edge
and triangle so that a profile line is parallel
to the straigh t edge. A guide mark on the
triangle aids in this operation. One of the
previously cut cardboard strips is then
fastened in position under the triangle
and against the straigh t edge.

The vertical edge of the triangle is next
aligned with an index contour at the point
where it crosses the penciled profile line
drawn on the map. A pencil dot is drawn
on the cardboard next to the contour
elevation on the scale. This is repeated
for all index contours crossing the profile
line. After checking for errors, the inter
vening contour lines are plotted. To com
plete the profile the dots are connected in a
continuous smooth line. A vertical line is
drawn across the strip at each end of the
profile. The cardboard profile and its cor
responding line on the map are numbered
for later matching.

Additional vertical lines are drawn
across the strip wherever profile lines inter
sect on the map. A line is also drawn the
length of the strip about a quarter inch
below the lowest graduation on the tri
angle. This line will serve as a guide later
for cutting of slots to hold the profiles
together.

The foregoing procedure is repeated for
all profile lines on the map, including the
outside edges. Slots are cut to the pencil
line on each strip where intersections are
indicated. The cuts are made from the
bottom on all East-West profiles, and from
the top on the North-South profiles. If
desired, the cardboard strips could be
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over the map neat lines and slots cut along
the neat line for ease of assembly (Figure3).
The strips are assembled in "egg crate"
fashion by fitting the slots together. Card
board pieces are cu t to the shape of any
appreciable water or flat surfaces to be
laid in position on top of the assembly. It
is necessary to remove a thin strip cor
responding to the thickness of the piece
from the top of the supporting profiles.

The complete assembly is then fastened
to a large enough piece of cardboard,
plywood or whatever is convenient, for
rigidity and proper alignment of the pro
file strips.

A thick coat of rubber cement is applied
to the top edges of the cardboard profiles,
the outer sides of the framework, and the
back of the map. After drying, the map is
placed in position and pressed into contact
on all profile edges. The overhanging mar
gin is slit at intervals to aid in fitting the
outer edges. A sheet, or strips, of cheese
cloth brushed with rubber cement and
applied in like manner before fitting the
map will add strength to the model. If a
photo mosaic is available at the same scale
as the map, it can be cemented to the pro
files instead, in the same manner as the
map (Figure 4).

A preferred method of fitting the map to
the assembly involves a little more time but
may well be worth the effort (Figure 4).
The profiles are cut out carefully so that
the scrap pieces are intact. The latter are
then slotted and put together in the same
way the profiles were. The resulting as
sembly is a negative of the profile assembly.
Glue is applied to the edges of the pro
file strips. The back of the map is thor
oughly dampened and placed in position.
A few thicknesses of cheesecloth are laid on
top of the map for cushioning and the
negative assembly is pressed down on top

of the map. Weights are used to hold the
two assemblies together until the map is
dry.

The horizon tal error caused by stretching
a flat map over the surface of such a model
is not as large as might be expected.

Because of the simplicity and flexibility
of this method of making a terrain model,
many variations and improvements are
possible. If time is extremely limited, only
the high, low and index contours need be
used in drawing the profiles, and the spac
ing of the profiles could easily be increased
to three inches. If time is not critical, pro
files may be closely spaced in key areas
of the model or throughout the entire
model. The spaces between the profile
strips can be filled in with plaster to create
a model without using a map or mosaic
covering. 'vVet sand can also be used as a
very rapid way of building up a fairly
realistic model. If plaster is used, small
drains may be carved, and realism intro
duced by the judicious use of paint, colored
sawdust, coffee grounds, and so forth (Fig
ure 5).

If the demand justified it, maps could be
printed with certain information that
would assist one in the preparation of such
models. A vertical scale could be printed
in the margin. A light overprint of profiles
could be added to the map or printed on
the reverse side.

Finally, complete assembly kits with
instructions, cement, and a flexible plastic
sheet with the map imprint could be pre
fabricated and furnished "knocked down"
for assembly by the user in the field.

Certainly a terrain model constructed as
described here is not a first-order graphic,
bu t anyone constructing it will know his
terrain when he has finished; and, like a
provisional map, if you have it when you
need it, it is better than the best, too late.


